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EDITOR’S NOTES 

When I first began planning Care To Share Magazine back in 

September 2013 I had no idea just how much work it would take 

to maintain, or indeed how much support there would be from 

other ordinary people like me. The plan was to provide a voice, 

not just for those of us who work on the coalface of health and 

social care but also for those we care for, their relatives and 

indeed, anyone with an opinion to share and the will to be heard. 

I’m proud to say that it’s worked.  

However it hasn’t been easy and sometimes I’ve had to put the 

magazine on hold as work and other things in the world offline 

got in the way. That’s why there’s been such a delay between 

issues 7 & 8. We all need to eat and earning a living has had to 

come first I’m afraid. 

However, I’m happy to announce that my commute to work has 

just reduced by around 3 hours per day which should give me 

ample time to return to monthly editions of Care To Share 

Magazine. So thanks for your patience – we should be back to 

normal from now on. 

In issue 8 I’m trying to stick to the decision we made as a 

community last summer by including a range of perspectives. The 

idea behind Care To Share Magazine was always to publish 

without editorial bias and I hope I’ve managed to go some way 

toward that here. Certainly there are a couple of articles I 

personally disagree with (one very strongly indeed) but that 

doesn’t mean those opinions shouldn’t be aired and discussed. 

Please have a read and visit the blog too. Join in with the 

discussions but remember to be civil. Our authors have all 

donated their work free of charge – they deserve to be treated 

reasonably if only for that. 

IN THIS MONTH’S 
EDITION 

Issue 8 has been a long time 

coming but I hope you’ll agree 

that it’s been worth the wait. 

We have 5 broad topics 

included this month. Enjoy…. 

Topical 

Politics 

Care processes 

Mental health 

Elderly 

 

 

Stuart Sorensen (Editor) 
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Featured article: Shell shock by Paul Jenkins 

100 years on the experience of shell shock still has something to 

tell us about how we respond to mental distress 

In the autumn of 1914 the British army, began to see a worrying flood of psychological casualties in the 

wake of the new horrors of trench warfare in Northern France and Flanders.  100 years after the coining 

of the term “shell shock”, the image of soldiers reduced to shivering and hysterical wrecks remains one 

of the most haunting aspects of the Great War.  Furthermore, many of the lessons of the mass 

psychological distress generated by the War and the efforts to deal with it are still highly relevant to our 

understanding of and response to mental illness today. 

No doubt the First World War was not the first conflict to generate psychological casualties.  Sophocles 

describes the Greek hero Ajax, descending into psychosis at the siege of Troy.  The Americans were 

aware during the Civil War of those whose nerves had been shot to pieces by the strain of battle.  It 

was the scale of the First World War, however, both in terms of the number of combatants, the brutality 

of the armaments and the size and relative sophistication of the medical apparatus put in place to 

manage casualties of all kinds which made it such a dominant issue in this conflict. 

It is hard to put a precise level on the 

numbers affected.  In part this is 

because there were deliberate attempts 

at times in the war to manipulate the 

diagnosis to better manage the military 

implications.  Some numbers, however, 

illustrate the scale.  24,000 British 

soldiers sent back to England in the year 

to April 1916, 110,000 German soldiers 

passing through field hospitals with 

mental health problems in the first year 

of the War. 

In terms of longer impact 120,000 individuals in Britain had by 1939 been awarded a pension on the 

ground of a primary psychiatric disability, 15% of all pensions awarded for disability.  This is probably 

an underestimate of the scale of the problem given the enormous efforts of the authorities in many 

cases to avoid their responsibilities for psychological casualties.  44,000 more received pensions for 

“Soldiers’ Heart” or “Effort Syndrome”, medically unexplained symptoms with a fundamentally 

psychological origin. 

It was rapidly recognised that the term “shell shock”, despite the evocative image it conveys, was a 

misnomer.  Only a small minority of casualties were a direct and immediate impact of being caught 
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under fire.  For some the trauma of seeing colleagues and friends killed was the trigger.    Many were 

the victims of acute exhaustion.  For some the strain of the war reawakened pre-existing mental health 

symptoms.  Shell shock affected all classes with 1 in 6 psychiatric casualties being officers. 

Shell shock made issues around mental health and psychological distress visible in a society which 

had been used to keeping them firmly out of view in the country’s asylums and private hospitals.  It 

challenged the predominant orthodoxy which equated mental illness with an underlying genetic 

weakness or mental deficiency and removed a level of the deep stigma which surrounded mental health 

issues.  Amongst the horrors of full scale industrial warfare, experienced at first hand by so many, it 

was clear that anyone under sufficient strain could crack.  Such a view of the universality of the risk of 

mental distress remains a powerful route to changing attitudes towards mental illness. 

Like other mental health problems individuals could show individual and collective resilience.  Well led 

units tended to have lower levels of psychological casualties than those with poor morale.  Good officers 

could spot men who were on the brink of a breakdown and ensure they were taken out of the front line. 

The scale and horror of shell shock demanded action to address the problem.  By 1918 20 specialist 

hospitals for the longer term victims of shell shock had been established and a series of forward 

treatment centres had been established.  A number of humane and impressive practitioners emerged 

such as Charles Myers (credited with bring the term shell shock into the official medical canon), Ronald 

Rows the Medical Superintendent of Maghull Hospital and William Rivers, remembered for his 

treatment at Craiglockhart Hospital of Siegfried Sassoon. 

But harsher and more brutal voices also abounded.  However beyond the power of the individual to 

control, shellshock still represented a desire to escape the horrors of the battlefield.  Some Generals 

and doctors were quick to push back the boundary between genuine medical symptoms and 

malingering.  At Passchendaele in 1917 it was decided that doctors alone could not determine a 

diagnosis of shell shock.  Others were quick to promote dramatic therapies based on the use of electric 

shocks or “forcible persuasion”.   In Germany psychiatrists, maligned amongst soldier activists, became 

targets of the brief November Revolution in 1918 on account of the brutality of their methods.  Finally 

during the First World War the British army executed 307 of its own soldiers for cowardice and other 

military offences.  Until the end of the War there was no systematic approach to assessing the medical 

condition of the accused.  Some of those shot were psychological casualties. 

Some of the saddest stories surrounding shell shock come from after the War.  While many recovered 

sufficiently to return to normal civilian life others lived on with dreadful and debilitating symptoms.  Some 

disappeared into the county asylums as specialist provision was discontinued, perhaps, if they were 

lucky, preserving some small badges of status in terms of wearing suits rather the uniforms worn by 

the other patients.  Some were able to work, others not, often fighting an ongoing battle with the Ministry 

of Pensions, then as now producing all the tricks of the bureaucratic trade to limit its obligations.  This 

was not “a land fit for heroes.” 
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So 100 years ago the phenomenon of shell shock brought mental health to the front of public attention 

and for a while captured a sense of genuine sympathy and support for those affected.  It helped cast a 

spot light on the totally inadequate state of provision for people with mental illness and encouraged the 

development of new more humane forms of treatment based on talking 

therapies.  My own organisation, the Tavistock Clinic, was born in 1920 

out of the belief of some of those who had been involved in the treatment 

of shell shock that better care could be provided in the community. 

A lot of that sense of optimism faded as the immediate experiences of the 

war were forgotten and as the pressure of another age of austerity beat 

down on any attempt to provide a more generous and effective system of 

provision.  In 2014 we live in another age where mental health problems 

are again coming to the fore and where more generous and less 

stigmatising attitudes towards those affected are developing.  Let’s make 

sure we take full note of the experience of those heroes who, 100 years 

ago, bore the scars of battle in their minds. 

In his working life Paul Jenkins is Chief Executive of the Tavistock and Portman NHS Foundation 
Trust.  

You can find his blog at http://ybrumro.wordpress.com/  

You can follow Paul on Twitter @PaulJThinks 

 

Why I’m a bloody bleeding heart leftie do gooder 

By Darren 

I’ve been struck recently by some things on various radio phone in shows. No, not the type where Dave 
from Salford spends twenty minutes arguing with Robbie Savage about whether Manchester United’s 
defence is simply bad or totally appalling. I mean current affairs ones where, for the most part, the 
public interaction is actually via text or email. 

The comments which have particularly grabbed my attention are these: 

1) On a discussion about Ed Milliband’s leadership of the Labour Party he was accused of not speaking 
about aspiration enough. 

2) In an item on asylum seekers in Calais trying to get to the UK, one texted said that most of them 
were economic migrants and that “do-gooder liberals” were lying about it. 

http://ybrumro.wordpress.com/
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3) A piece on historical sexual abuse claims laid the blame at “bleeding heart lefties”. 

And these comments saddened me greatly. Not because they were made by people who clearly have 
right-wing political views, I may not share that persuasion, but I accept that we will all disagree on stuff. 
Instead, I was saddened at the selfish nature of each of the comments which see personal welfare as 
all important and the welfare of others as something to be ignored, or even sneered at. 

When did we become a country where helping others was seen as a bad thing, something to be 
trampled under the feet of aspiration and personal growth? When did doing good turn into an insult to 
be thrown about rather than a virtue which we should all aspire to? When did your heart bleeding for 
the plight of others become something to be accused of, rather than praised for? 

This, sadly, is the language of the right. The language of the vast majority of our mainstream politicians, 
who inhabit that ground, of most of our national newspapers and now of many of the general public 
who have been told so often that “do gooders ” “bleeding heart liberals” and “lefties” are the root cause 
of all of societies problems (despite no truly left 
wing government having been in power for 35 
years!) that they believe and repeat it. 

We are a society which needs to look after each 
other, despite Margaret Thatcher’s 
pronouncement that there was no such thing as 
society, only individuals. Mrs T spoke about 
entitlements and obligations, and she had a bit of 
a point. However, the way people have taken it, 
the way I think she meant it, is badly wrong. We all 
have an obligation to look after each other and an 
entitlement to expect that we should be looked 
after by others as well.  

Our society has, however, been working under the assumption that our only obligation is to look after 
ourselves and our family, and that others should be expected to do the same. The idea that people feel 
a sense of entitlement to help when needed is seen as wrong, selfish and bad, that if they are in that 
position then they have, in some way, failed to live up to their obligation to look after themselves and, 
therefore, why should we be expected to clear up for them. 

Well, the reason people have this sense of entitlement is simple. They are entitled. We all are, by virtue 
of being fellow human beings. To deny that is to deny our very humanity, what makes us so special as 
an animal. We do, of course, have an obligation to look after ourselves and ensure, as best that we 
can, that we are able to support ourselves. However, if we are able to look after and support ourselves 
then that obligation extends to others as well and, as such, means that each of us is entitled to that 
help and support when we need it. 

So, I am a do-gooder, because doing good is one of the greatest aspirations we can have as human 
beings. I have a bleeding heart, because caring about others is what we have been put here for. I am 
a leftie, because the word social in socialist describes all of us working together for the good of all of 
us, not just our own, individual, selfish desires. 
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It’s time we stopped asking ‘what’s in it for me’ and started asking ‘what’s in it for all of us’. Not just our 
family, friends, communities and those who, by an accident of birth, share the same nationality, but all 
people everywhere, regardless of race, colour, gender, creed, sexuality or nationality. 

You can read more of Darren’s work at  http://navelcutbacks.wordpress.com/  

 

 

Disability top up: Paying the disabled less by Allallt 

There is a discussion in the UK that was sparked somewhat badly. The discussion is whether employers 
should be allowed to pay disabled employees less than minimum wage, and have the government top 
up the wage out of taxpayer money. The awful spark of this conversation was when a politician said 
“some people… are worth less than others”. Awful. Just awful. But fundamentally correct. And 
recognising it will open up more opportunities for the disabled. 

We need to get something clear: we are not paid according to our moral worth. I don’t believe there is 
any difference in the moral worth of well-bodied and disabled people. We are paid according to our 
economic worth, or our productivity. And in some jobs, disabled people are going to be less productive 
than others. With that, either true or simply perceived, employers are hesitant to employ disabled 
people. This cuts off their opportunities. If it is in fact true that disabled people are less productive, then 
they should be paid less. In the same way we all want a raise when we do a good job¹. 

The benefit of this would be that disabled people can actually 
have a job. I don’t know whether you’ve spent any time 
unemployed, but it is demoralising; you start to value yourself 
less. That is something we need to avoid. If people who have 
been long-term unemployed can get into the habit of being 
employed, their productivity will increase as they learn 
workarounds for their particular concern. We’re talking about 
disabled people, not morons; they will learn workarounds and 
increase their productivity. Albeit, there is a good risk it will be 
slower than the well-bodied. And “full productivity” isn’t 
guaranteed. We don’t expect industry to invest in risk like that, 
but somehow we want to resolve the unemployment among the 
disabled issue. 

This isn’t a hand out, either. The government can reward hard 
work; it is industry that rewards productivity in real terms. The 
government would be paying out less money than it is at 
current, because the job would pay part of the living money, 
and the government would pay the top up instead of the lot (as 
it is now). 

There would be an extra responsibility for the HR department, obviously. It’s role would be to look at 
whether an employee’s disability is still very much holding back productivity, and if not balancing pay 

http://navelcutbacks.wordpress.com/
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should shift: as the disabled employee becomes full productive, the industry should foot the entire 
salary; the issue is no longer there. 

This system, even if it was sparked without any level of sensitivity, creates opportunities for people who 
employers are too risk-averse to employ. It allows disabled people to develop skills to improve their 
employability (because long-term unemployment is probably the real long-term obstacle to productivity; 
it leads to lacking skills). It saves some government spending and improves the morale of people who, 
due to unemployment, are at real risk of depression. 

I’d go one further, and say that more people should be paid on productivity. I for one am sick of picking 
up the slack of lazy employees because I have some loyalty to the company, customer or my sense of 
moral worth. Only the disabled, people who have a legitimate excuse for being less productive, should 
actually get the government top up. 

You can read more of Allallt’s work by following his blog here: http://allallt.wordpress.com/  

 

The truth campaign by Jayne Linney 

Earlier this week Debbie and I started the latest stage in the TRUTH campaign, and launched a 

petition demanding Kathryn Hudson Parliamentary Commissioner For Standards investigate #IDS for 

persistently misleading both Parliament and the Public. 

There are two primary reasons for our campaign; the ongoing misuse of statistics is not only a breach 

of the code of conduct #IDS is obliged as a Member of Parliament to abide by, but they result in the 

dangerous and inappropriate Policies disabled people are suffering from. The raft of Policies forming 

the Welfare Reform Act have been built on these distorted truths and the consequences are as 

numerous as the Polices: 

 We’ve witnessed an unknown number of disabled people DYING either through Suicide or 

other means directly attributed to the reform of Social Security 

 We’ve seen a rise in Hate Crime towards disabled people, reportedly as a direct outcome of 

the negative portrayal from the media reporting the skewed statistics and prejudicial rhetoric 

coming from the DWP. 

 We’ve experienced  four years with a vast number of the 11 million of us, surviving an increase 

in poverty, with the financial cuts resulting in an average loss of  f £4,410 per person – 9 times 

more than most other people. 

 Add the loss of services to this figure and we are existing despite bearing a loss of £8,832 per 

person – 19 times greater than the average person. 

 

 

http://allallt.wordpress.com/
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The above examples are not the whole picture, particularly when we consider the negative outcomes 

on our health: 

 living with fear of ‘brown envelopes‘ 

 the stress and anxiety of the whole ESA & PIP Processes – especially if we enter the appeal 

and Tribunal system 

 the draconian way we are treated if placed in WRAG… 

I could go on but I think you get the picture, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation got it right when they 

said     “our current welfare system doesn’t work“. 

If any of the above offends, upsets or concerns you, might I remind you these real life issues are ALL 

the responsibility of one man Iain Duncan Smith, as the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions 

has overall responsibility for the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP); I’m not suggesting he 

personally designed the policies but he DID sign then off, he DOES regularly defend them with Lies, 

and it is this behaviour we are challenging. 

Please SIGN our Petition, SHARE, BLOG, and  TWEET #IDSTimeForTruth about this Campaign 

We may have started it but…it belongs to YOU. 

 

 

You can read more of Jayne Linney’s work by following her blog 

here: http://jaynelinney.wordpress.com/  

 

 

http://jaynelinney.wordpress.com/
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Plans to scrap emergency fund will leave crisis hit families 

with nowhere to turn by Unemployed in Tyne & Wear 

Families in crisis will have nowhere to turn when a 

£10m emergency fund for the region is axed within 

months, campaigners warn today. 

The Children’s Society raises the alarm over 

Government plans to scrap ‘local welfare 

assistance schemes’ – seen as a last lifeline to stop 

vulnerable people falling into debt and destitution. 

The cash – administered by local authorities – is 

helping an estimated 80,000 people across the 

North-East and North Yorkshire in this financial 

year, the organisation said. 

Some are women fleeing domestic violence, who desperately need money quickly to buy 

an oven for their new home. 

Other grants are given to parents so they can visit their sick child in hospital, or to 

struggling families when they face an emergency cost such as a broken boiler. 

But the funding will be withdrawn from next April, under proposals put forward by the 

department for work and pensions (DWP) expected to be confirmed in the New Year. 

Ministers say local councils can fund the schemes themselves – but those councils must 

themselves find billions of pounds of savings, amid huge cuts to their Whitehall grants. 

Matthew Reed, The Children’s Society chief executive, said: 

“This is a cut too far. 

“At a time of increasing child poverty, high levels of problem debts, and cuts to support 

for families, it is more important than ever that local welfare assistance schemes are 

available to help families in crisis. 

“Without these schemes, families will have to choose between going without basic 

essentials to keep their family safe and healthy – such as food or heating – and turning 

to high cost credit or payday loans, plunging them into a debt trap.” 

Durham County Council – which will lose £407,270, if the plans go ahead – said it had not 

yet drawn up proposals to plug the gap. 
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Roger Goodes, head of policy, said: 

“We are looking at how we might be able to continue to support people, should funding 

be withdrawn. 

“Once the funding situation is confirmed, we would expect to develop detailed proposals 

which would be put to members of the council’s Cabinet for consideration.” 

Why didn’t he just say “no idea” ? 

Almost three-quarters of councils are planning to hack back their schemes – or end them 

completely – according to a recent Local Government Association survey. 

But a DWP spokeswoman insisted it was not planning to end support, but giving councils 

greater freedom how to spend funds from Whitehall. 

She said: 

“This Government is giving councils more control because they understand best their local 

area’s needs. This is in contrast to the old centralised grant system that was poorly 

targeted.” 

The estimate that almost 80,000 people in the region are currently receiving help is based 

on the average grant of £124. 

Follow the Unemployed in Tyne & Wear blog here: 

http://unemployedtynewear.wordpress.com/ 

 

A visit to ATOS by Skint & angry 

We all know that as a company they don’t give “Atos” about the people they deal with but what actually 

happens behind the closed doors? I’ve protested about Atos and the vicious regime it is part of but 

since I am not disabled or long term sick and therefore not directly impacted I had never been beyond 

the front door. Recently, as a member of the Scottish Unemployed Workers’ Network, I was asked to 

accompany someone to an assessment at the Atos offices in Glasgow. 

I met the woman I was accompanying, I’ll call her Anne, 20 minutes before her appointment. We went 

into the building and were directed to a waiting room. Once there Anne was given a ticket and while we 

sat and waited for her number to be called she told me she had been in limbo for some time regarding 

her benefits and was without support and needed the situation to be resolved quickly – cue a lengthy 

wait for her to be called. 
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After about 15 or 20 minutes we were called over to a bank style Perspex window where her paperwork 

was checked. She was asked for ID, presumably to make sure the real Anne hadn’t hired a disabled 

person for the day. After the paperwork had been gone over Anne was asked how she would deal with 

an assessment on the 2nd floor. A genuine health and safety question or part of the assessment 

masquerading as a health and safety question? 

After that we sat down again and waited and waited. Nearly three quarters of an hour after her 

appointment time Anne was called and we were taken through to another room. When we sat down 

the person carrying out Anne’s assessment introduced herself in a thick Spanish accent. Anne then 

wowed her by speaking Spanish to her. 

 

Anne then explained in detail her medical history and the events that had led her to this point. I won’t 

go into the medical details beyond saying that she walks with the aid of a crutch, is in constant pain 

despite taking pain killers and also has mental health problems caused by her physical illness and the 

stress of being bullied out of her last job. 

Having wowed her assessor with her linguistic skills Anne then wowed her with her medical knowledge. 

Before falling ill Anne had been a medical practitioner for many years. Her knowledge of her illnesses 

impressed me, easy enough, but she clearly impressed the assessor too. She had to tell her all of this 

because the assessor didn’t have Anne’s medical notes and hadn’t had time to read what little there 

was in the file. 

The questions kept coming and were intrusive. Everything from “who does the shopping?” to “how often 

do you shower?” to “do you have suicidal thoughts?” On this last one Anne’s answer was yes. When 

she broke down in tears there weren’t even any tissues in the room for her only paper towels – the type 

you dry your hands with. The only silver lining was that it was at this point that I saw some proof that 

there were 3 human beings in the room and not 2 as I had imagined might be the case. The assessor 

did seem to show genuine concern especially when Anne told her she had not spoken to her doctor 

about the suicidal thoughts. 

Next year is the 100th anniversary of the Glasgow Rent Strike. In 1915 when their husbands and sons 

were answering General Kitchener’s “Your Country Needs You” call, going off to fight and die for Britain 

the women left behind fell prey to rack-renting landlords. In a strange echo of the past Anne told me 
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that while she was becoming ill, losing her job and facing the Atos interrogation system her son was 

fighting in Afghanistan. The women of 1915 made a stand against the abuse and mistreatment they 

faced and so should those facing abuse and mistreatment at the hands of the government and its paid 

henchmen in the private sector today.  

The questions over, there was no physical assessment because Anne is waiting for the results of an 

MRI scan. So before we knew it we were back on the street feeling dazed. 

Now Anne has to wait for a “decision maker” to consider her situation. Surely any process that reduces 

people to tears needs to be reconsidered especially if assessments are being made that can very 

seriously affect the lives of very vulnerable, even suicidal, people. Can it be right that such decisions 

can be made without reference to medical notes? 

Visit the Skint & Angry blog here: http://skintandangry.wordpress.com/  

 

Social care by Finola Moss 

On Tuesday afternoon, some 3 days after the final hissy fit, we received our first communication from 

anyone. 

It was an email from our social worker, as follows; ‘ I met with X and Y from the agency yesterday. 

Agency will no longer be supporting Isabel. Agency have ended their contract with Social Care and 

will no longer provide staff to work with Isabel. Please can we discuss’. 

So endeth, mine and Issy ’s, 18 month relationship with the carers in kitchen.  

A damning indictment on an agency, who purport to be ‘committed in developing our services to be a 

continuous, responsive and reflect the services required’. 

And the two workers who left us, after nearly a year of knowing us, high and dry, without explanation, 

looking forward to a day out. 

But then how is ‘Social Care’ accountable? 

Obviously not by conscience and humanity. 

You can make a complaint. We were not invited to. But what would then happen?  

Nothing, as such complaints do not affect agencies commercially. Internal complaints systems are 

without teeth, and as such just a worthless sop to service provision. We do not pay, or commission 

the services, so have no contractual rights of an ordinary consumer. 

http://skintandangry.wordpress.com/
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We shall see what happens to our indirect complaint to Social Services. Last week I was contacted 

by the service manager, who I must meet with, before getting to stage 2.  

So that’s an hour with team leader, then social worker, and then drafting a reply to their report, and 

now this lady, before I can get near the ‘ independent’ investigator. And at the same time I have to 

look after a severely autistic child, with no support, and no overnight respite for 18 months. 

I am certainly doing a lot of jobs, for a lot of people, and they are then claiming this as part of their 

support system. 

And the NHS now want to do an inspection of my house, I think to justify my carers allowance of £70 

per week. 

If only we had such diligent inspection of the huge amounts the state are spending on state ‘care’ … 

that is the scandal, the profiteering from our taxes, of money spent on our inadequate ‘social care’, 

respite and education.  

In May, the Care Quality Commission on one of their standard checks of our agency, had rang me, 

but were just a lady in front of a computer form, asking if my workers were reliable ie turned up on 

time Presumably a sop to checking care quality, as a result of the undercover spying of the poor old 

lady stuck in her bed ringing an agency when her care did not arrive. 

I mentioned to the CQC lady, that a second worker had not been sent on Saturdays for months, and 

asked how this might affect the agency, they said they might lose a star, she was not interested in 

their spying on me, that won’t be in her form. 

Even if they lost a star,which would be unlikely to happen, it would not affect their contract with the 

LA. 

Look at SERCO, they over claimed 70 million, and allowed prisons to escape, their court translator 

service was chaotic and expensive, and this merely increased their outsourcing empire. They were, 

and still might get all LA’s contracts for child protection. 

Our social worker, on her last visit about my formal complaint, had stated this particular agency, were 

perhaps not the most appropriate care, and why did we chose them, we didn’t,but then she 

proceeded to state she was not allowed to recommend social care…..  

It would appear, that the amount paid does not improve the service, as our agency was paid at least 4 

times the £7.50 hourly rate, allowed by LA for a personal services carer. 

Later the same day, our social worker emailed me back,‘ It would help me if you email me a list of 

tasks /job description for the worker. The worker will not know Issy, but will need to know what the 

expectations are in supporting her and what the role involves’. 
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So after 3, hour long home visits, amended care plan, core assessments, all the agency risk 

assessments, and it being her job, I, caring alone for a severely disabled child, that has cost the state 

to date £200,000 since 2013, for their purported ‘care’of her, have to do her job. 

I reflect, but will never know, that her required information, may have been our agency’s excuse, for 

their withdrawal of care. And she wanted to ensure any new agency, could not do the same, and that 

I could not complain, as I had given her their remit. 

So I email her back, repeating as usual, what they already know. All is time wasting pointless 

bureaucracy. 

Such is Social ‘Care’….. 

You can read more of Finola’s work by following her blog here: http://finolamoss.wordpress.com/  

 

 

When poor care becomes the norm by Carol Dimon 

 

Individuals may have different perspectives of what actually is poor care- or what is 

unacceptable. This may be influenced by such factors as culture and attitudes . 

 Consider the following examples: 

 Patients with learning difficulties are lined up naked on a ward for a bath. 

 An old lady is fed her dinner whilst in a wet bed. 

 A gentleman is refused a clean incontinence pad during the night. 

 A lady dislikes the stew for dinner but is given nothing else. 

 Patients are restrained by belts . 

 All patients are got out of bed at 6am. 

For some these may be totally unacceptable but not to others.  

One lone voice amongst the staff may question poor practice. Yet others declare there is 

nothing wrong. 

http://finolamoss.wordpress.com/
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The reason for failing to question practice may well be team issues, such as adherence to 

the group. Another reason has been highlighted within my work. This is that poor care 

has become the norm. 

Priellip et al (2010) explored this within anaesthetics and found that short cuts in practice 

were not questioned by other staff. Vaughan in Prielipp et al refers to this as “normalization 

of deviance”. “Normalization of deviance breaks the safety culture,substituting a slippery 

slope of tolerating more and more errors and accepting more and more risk, always in the 

interest of efficiency and on-time schedules” (Prielipp et al). Examples in anesthesia 

include removing vital monitors before the patient is awake and failing to wash hands. 

Whilst Prielipp refers to patient safety, this consideration may well extend further into 

aspects such as dignity and quality of life, which are vital considerations within care. 

Vaughan proposed the term “normalizing deviance” following the Challenger space shuttle 

explosion in 1986, in which astronauts died. This was despite NASA knowing for many 

years of a defect. Vaughan proposes various reasons for this method of acceptance in 

healthcare including ; inefficient rules, imperfect knowledge, “for the good of the patient”, 

or workers afraid to speak up for fear of being reprimanded . This is evident within nursing, 

where staff may be wrongly accused, as in backstabbing or the treatment of 

whistleblowers (Dimon 2014) . 

The norm may not be accepted by everyone even if adhered to, but enforced by the most 

dominant team members. Hence, certain staff members often prefer to work together . 

Could it simply be acceptance of a lower standard and an excuse for poor care? Consider 

potting up medication as an example of poor practice. Potting up is when medication is 

put out in many pots at once and taken to patients – not on an individual basis, hence 

errors are more likely and undetected errors. A busy nurse may even delegate this task 

to the care assistant. 

Nurses do have a responsibility to report this procedure according to nurse registration 

guidelines. 

Banja (2010) further analyses normalizing deviance regarding healthcare, stating that 

deviance in healthcare “is virtually never carried out with criminal or malicious intent”. It 

appears that people convince themselves that the patient will come to no harm; a form of 

rationalization. This may also occur when caring for ones own children; some parents may 

allow Johnny to run around the streets alone at 6years of age , but not others. This is 

where risk taking is involved. Some individuals take more risks than others depending on 

their philosophy, upbringing or experiences. 
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In nursing should risk assessments be undertaken for any deviations from the required 

procedure, or would some managers and staff regard this as risky to themselves because 

they are then admitting what the situation is? If they feel unable to undertake such an 

assessment, then one may question why do it at all? 

Is this why so many cases of medical errors or mistreatment of patients are never 

investigated by management or professionals? This may illustrate a difference in 

expectations and experiences of patients, relatives and staff. For example, a relative may 

consider the death of the patient to have been totally unavoidable and catastrophic, but 

staff may regard the death as a normal risk of treatment and care. The point of accepting 

lower standards extends further the points raised by Goffman (1961) who described the 

acceptable treatments of individuals within institutions, including excess routine, like bath 

times, bedtimes, and patient uniforms. As Goffman states “our status is backed by the 

solid buildings of the world, while our sense of personal identity often resides in the cracks 

“ (p28). People do need a sense of belonging which is threatened by opposing the “norm”. 

Banja also discusses institutionalization, socialization and rationalization further. 

For a manager to correct deviations it may be troublesome and promote even worse 

results, such as staff leaving . This is akin to “turning a blind eye” to some issues. For 

example, the manager may well be aware that patients are lined up naked for a bath, or 

staff have an unofficial break in the bathroom. 

Banja proposes recommendations including focus groups and staff education. In the UK, 

the government and campaigners call for transparency- this may well be one area in which 

it could apply. Staff and students need to be supported to address any disagreements or 

deviancy from the required standards . Involving relatives and patients on focus groups 

would help the situation as they do have different perspectives. Staff are not always aware 

of how their approach to care and actions they take may actually affect the patient or 

relative. Those who have had personal experiences are often more aware and may have 

a greater degree of empathy, as particularly may be the case within mental health nursing. 

Could the concept of “normalizing deviance” pertain to care in general? This could explain 

the scenario of “we always do it this way”. It could well be the staff’s self protective 

mechanism, with them becoming immune to poor standards of care. So much easier to 

go to work and return home with a pay packet; no questions asked – “the ostrich 

syndrome”. In deviance individuals are considered as commodities, objects or numbers. 

Consider your day at work. Is there anything in practice that you really would like to 

question? 
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It could well be that, this practice has always been the norm when exploring history or 

culture, in particular the care of the mentally ill, where, many years ago individuals were 

restrained, and still are in some countries . In Somalia, for example mentally ill patients 

may still be put in a cage with hyenas as a form of treatment (Hooper 2013). 

Culture is adherence to the norms of a group (Durkheim 1993), defining how a nurse 

behaves and his or her attitude. In nursing, culture is a major determinator of patient 

outcomes, including cultural differences within countries. 

Have some cases of poor care become the norm, or have they always been the norm?  
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Safeguarding by Scienerf (AKA Mel) 

Here I was thinking yesterday would just be boring and a little upsetting. 

Safeguarding is a standard bit of training you have to do to work with vulnerable adults and children, 

I’ve done the adult training loads of times and it’s upsetting because of the content but I can cope with 

it. I didn’t think doing safeguarding of children would be any different than the ones I’ve done for adults, 

I was wrong. 

Talk about triggering, about memories flooding in and engulfing me in pain. I fell back into my old 

publicly ‘acceptable’ self harming in a big way, my fingers are a mess and my lips are bitten to shreds. 

The pain of knowing that the people I care about went through some of the more devastating abuse 

that we covered, that I went through some of the others and hearing them speak about it in a way that 

made it sound as bad as all the others. I’ve tried to convince myself that it wasn’t ‘that bad’ that I’m just 

a weakling and that’s why it has left me as scarred by it as I am, that they didn’t do anything wrong to 

me. 

childline-poster-primarywdi83456 

For those of you that don’t know about what safeguarding is, it’s about protecting children and 

vulnerable adults from being treated in ways that will physically and psychologically harm them. These 

fall into four main categories for children. NEGLECT, PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL and SEXUAL abuse 

though they tend to overlap as you’d expect. 

I’ve known and am still friends with people who have suffered every single one of these categories of 

abuse, I’ve seen the damage that it does to be subjected to this treatment and how long the after effects 

last. My intent in writing this was to vent the things that triggered me and to get them down here so I 

could get them out of my head, but I can’t make my fingers type the words or even think about it, the 

fear is still that palpable. So instead if this post wakes just one person up to abuse and helps one child 

or even lets an adult speak about what happened to them then I think it’s worth it. 

Surrounded by people I work with and don’t know well enough to open up to, having the urge to speak 

out about what I went through and yet still having a mental padlock on my voice. It made me wish not 

for the first time, people had noticed my cries for help and done something. I think that’s why even the 

slightest indication of something not being right with a child or vulnerable adult and I report it, as far as 

I’m concerned that’s the way things should be. 

?????????????????????????????? 

NO SECRETS! not when it comes to the protection of people who struggle to protect themselves. 
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So, how do you spot it? Well it is not always easy, abusers are sneaky and the person being abused 

will often be good at hiding it too out of embarrassment, lack of understanding, fear or brain washing 

by their abusers. 

What to watch out for: 

 Changes in a child’s behaviour- becoming angry, scared, shy, over clingy when that is not their 

usual personality. 

 Marks and bruises in areas that are not consistent with the explanation or ‘normal’ for a child to 

bump. 

 The child hiding these marks with clothing or in their actions. 

 Knowing too much about the language and physical acts of intimacy. 

 Being underweight/overweight, scavenging for food, stealing, hoarding. 

 Overreacting to being admonished, cowering or hiding. Or alternately not reacting to it at all, 

being ‘used to’ physical violence. 

 Lack of personal hygiene, rotten teeth, skin conditions, unkempt clothing which is not changed 

or washed. 

 Not wanting to sit, walking uncomfortably, pulling at their clothing in discomfort. 

 Suddenly coming into money or gifts from people, getting in and out of cars with people that 

aren’t family. 

These are just a few of them and none of them are ‘proof’ in and of itself, but they are all important 

indications that something is not right and if you see them please tell someone. If no one reports their 

worries then that child could be in real danger. Social services and schools will keep records of all 

concerns and when these flags are raised will keep an eye on the situation hopefully meaning that the 

family will get help. 

We’ve all heard about some of the horrible incidences that have been publicised over the years, Baby 

P, grooming of children, Female genital mutilation, Winterbourne care home….be aware and please 

don’t turn a blind eye. Speak out and make a difference. 

You can read more of Mel’s work here: http://scienerf.wordpress.com/  

 

http://scienerf.wordpress.com/
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How much is a life worth? By  

Amanda hooks the bottom of Mrs Johnson’s night dress up and 

exposes her bare arse. 

 “Not bad but you've missed a few bits. In future make sure you 

get right inside the creases.” 

 “I'm sorry, I'll get a cloth.” 

 “Leave it for now else we'll be here all day.” 

When a care worker is expected to run the lives of thirty odd clients, it's not surprising that even the 

most conscientious are going to find a short cut or two in order to finish their shift on time. The above 

is an extract from my novelette Cattle Market and shows Amanda, the Matron in charge, cutting a corner 

when it comes to the personal hygiene of a client. Her attitude is that she has no intention of staying at 

work any longer than she has to. Sadly, this is the attitude of many carers I work with today, both good 

and bad. When you're paid very little for your time, you tend to give as little of it as possible. 

I've heard it said on many occasions that a care worker shouldn't expect high wages to care about 

another person, that it should just come naturally. To a point, this is true. The difference between a low 

paid care worker and a highly paid one is the difference between a part time burger flipper and a five 

star gourmet chef.  

Would you expect a gourmet chef to pull out all the stops if he found himself flipping burgers for 

minimum wage? Should he be expected to put in the same love when he is told to just get the work 

done as quickly as possible? Surely he will eventually stop seeing the art in cooking, instead prioritising 

the monotonous process when he is simply paid to just produce as many burgers as he can, in the 

shortest time. Eventually, he will forget about his high standards, start to cut corners and not put in as 

much effort. 

I can already hear some of you gasp at the fact that I’ve compared the care of a human life with cooking 

a cheap burger, but this is an accurate analogy of how it can be to work in a large care home. When 

short staffed, or just unusually busy, there is a lot of in-joking in the industry that it's time to enter 'Burger 

Flipper Mode'. This simply means getting the basics done and putting all other things on hold until the 

time is there. The primary consideration when dealing with any life is the basic care. This is the personal 

hygiene, food and water. The basics a human needs to survive physically.  

So, the basic care is finished and now you can turn your attention to the other things a human needs 

to survive. Love, compassion and companionship. But your shift is over. You could stay behind for an 

extra hour or two and complete that crossword with Mr Smith in room fourteen, but you know that you 

wont get paid for your time. You think of your partner sitting at home waiting for you. You think of the 
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fact that you only have ten hours before you have to come back and do it all again. You know you need 

your rest because the only way to pay for your mortgage on a low income is to work double time.  

You go home. Regardless of your intentions, you make your excuses and you go home to care for the 

people you have chosen to care for in life knowing that there will be burgers to flip again in the morning. 

Money will never make someone care for a stranger more than their own family. At least it shouldn't. 

But it would most certainly give them the time to fit it in their schedule. Most of the people I work with, 

not all but most, do a large amount of additional hours to supplement the rising cost of living. For 

instance, I worked 105 hours over my contracted amount last month in an attempt to pay off a loan that 

I wont be able to manage when my wages are cut by £619 per month in January. This means that when 

time off does come up, it's cherished and ferociously protected.  

Care homes are also generally short staffed. This is often a result of the low wages and high turn over 

of employees. Also, not all staff members, usually the older generation, are in need of the additional 

money. Some others generally feel that the extra tax, effort and time away from home isn't worth it. So 

those that do over time are often spoilt for choice when it comes to extra shifts. But due to the amount 

of hours that require covering, you can be sure they wont all be picked up. Those uncovered hours are 

the one to one hours, the caring hours and there is physically no one available to work them.  

Imagine instead that care work came with a respectable wage. The job would be more sought after 

among employees and this in turn would mean that employers could expect more for their money. 

Currently there is no requirement for experience or training to perform the risky and complex tasks of 

caring. By increasing wages, the expectation of the employee is also increased and mostly those with 

a true passion for the work would spend the time obtaining the required training. Since mostly those 

with a true passion for the job are now applying, Winterborne scandals should become a thing of the 

past.  

Employees will be at less risk of burning out as they're no longer in need of hundreds of hours of extra 

shifts. Your one to one hours will be covered as there would be more incentive to work in a care home. 

But most importantly, the clients are in some of the happiest, safest hands around. 

Steven Hawley lives just outside of Stratford-Upon-Avon and has worked in the care industry for 8 

years. He is the author of Cattle Market which is a fictionalised account of his experiences working in 

care. He would have loved to provide more examples of the UK's failings in care provision when writing 

Cattle Market, but felt that this would sound too much like a one sided cynical rant to be believable. 

Though, judging by the string of care home scandals cropping up in the press lately, perhaps this 

assumption was wrong. 

Cattle Market is available for download from Amazon. 
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Parity of esteem by David Smith 

My thoughts on Mental Health Parity of Esteem and its 

opportunities for the Voluntary Sector 

Before I move on to Parity of Esteem I just want to  quickly recap 

on mental healthcare in general and where we currently stand 

in terms of NHS provision. 

We all know the general statistics – each year 1 in 4 of us will 

experience a mental health problem and 1 in 10 children will 

need support for a mental health condition. 

Whilst figures like these are helpful for showing the scale of the 

problem what they fail to do is capture the complexity as mental 

ill-health covers a vast spectrum of conditions from short 

periods of anxiety through to chronic depression, trauma, 

schizophrenia and suicide. 

 Recent data published by the Health and Social Care Information Service shows that people 

with mental health problems have a significantly different level of contact with physical health 

services compared with other patients. In 2011/12: 

 78% of mental health service users used hospital services compared with 48% of non-mental 

health service users. 

 A higher proportion of those with mental health problems were admitted to hospital and they also 

stayed there for around 30% longer. 

 54% of mental health service users arriving at A&E came by ambulance or helicopter compared 

to 26% of non-mental health service users. 

 71% of those admitted to hospital were classified as an emergency compared with 40% of non-

mental health service users. 

 The report also tells us that people living with mental ill-health also have more outpatient 

appointments than those with physical health problems alone. 

We know that mental health cannot be treated in isolation, that it is often a complex web of interactions 

that include ‘wider determinants of health’ such as Education, Employment and Housing and there is 

often an important link with physical health too. On average people living with schizophrenia will die 

10-15 years earlier and there are strong associations with other risky behaviours such as smoking and 

drug and alcohol abuse. 

Given the obvious nature of these interactions you might wonder why we still maintain separate ‘mental 

health services’. Organisations that focus solely on mental health and have little if any interaction with 

physical health or social care organisations. It’s a good question, and one whose answers are rooted 
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in 19th century legislation, a flawed attempt at de-institutionalisation and the bureaucratic nature of the 

NHS that since its inception has been the Achilles heel of how we integrate mental and physical health. 

Where the phrase comes from 

So moving on to ‘Parity of Esteem’ – a phrase that seems to have come from nowhere to being all over 

every government media release and policy document for the last 18 months. It was first used by the 

care services minister Norman Lamb to describe the principle by which mental health must be given 

equal priority to physical health. 

It was enshrined in law by the Health and Social Care Act 2012 and the government requires NHS 

England (the body which commissions primary care along with other key services) to work for Parity of 

Esteem to mental and physical health through the NHS Mandate. 

All of this sounds great but despite all the rhetoric there has been surprisingly little progress on the 

ground. There are many, many areas in which mental illness is treated less favourably with waiting time 

targets, choice and availability being just three. In my own area, York, people with mental health 

problems are routinely having to wait over twelve months for access to what can be lifesaving talking 

therapies. Imagine if the same were true for those with broken legs, sepsis or cancer. There’d be a 

national outcry but the stigma and shame surrounding mental illness stops this happening and has 

allowed successive governments to shirk their responsibilities for far too long. 

In terms of finance, mental health problems account for 28% of morbidity, but spending on mental 

health services is only 13% of total NHS expenditure. 

Bizarrely, in this time of austerity, the financial case alone for Parity of Esteem should be all government 

needs to act: it’s estimated we lose 105 Billion pounds and 70 million working days every year due to 

mental illness. 2.6 million People – 43% of those on long-term health related benefits have a mental 

health problem listed as their primary condition. 

On all scales, we simply cannot allow the current system to continue. 

What is DH doing about it? 

At the moment, without wanting to sound too critical, it’s hard to find anything that is practically changing 

on the ground. To give credit to the DH they are making some very powerful statements about Parity 

of Esteem and the need to change. They’ve recognised they have a decades old culture to change and 

I have no doubt that truly achieving parity will no doubt be a generational effort with these early years 

being about changing the rhetoric and expectation with more significant changes to funding and 

removing silo-working coming later. 

So what do the DH say : well in their own words – “These deficiencies cannot be redressed solely – or 

even primarily – through greater investment, although it is crucial that mental health attracts greater 

priority in allocation decisions. Achieving parity between mental health and physical illness will require 
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a fundamental change to the culture of healthcare, and in the way services are commissioned and 

provided.” 

So, Parity of Esteem is now on the agenda and for those of you like me who have been around for a 

while maybe we need to hold our cynicism in check. Whilst there has been huge opposition to many of 

the coalition’s healthcare reforms, their mental health strategy, ‘No Health Without Mental Health’ has 

received near universal praise and though a long way to go – they have at least opened the door and 

publicly acknowledged the huge problems we have with mental health care in this country. 

And there are a few developments that might prove interesting. Recent announcements during the 

conference season have told us that government aims to introduce: 

 A drive to implement Closing the Gap – the 2013 strategy that reinforces the importance of 

access to talking therapies and the new Crisis Care Concordat. 

 The establishment of a new Children and Young Peoples Mental Health and Wellbeing Taskforce 

charged with using 

 A new £40Million fund to build capacity and kickstart change by: 

 Addressing the dreadful situation where young people are admitted to hosptial outside of their 

local area and all the resulting difficulty that brings. We know that 50% of all people suffering 

with mental health issues experienced their first episode before the age of 14 and additional 

inpatient CAMHS beds along with improved case management to reduce out of area placements 

and keep families closer together during really difficult times. 

 Early intervention services that reduce hospital admissions along with additional investment in 

crisis services including psychiatric liaison and crisis resolution home treatment teams 

 Beginning some of the ground work for equalising access and waiting time standards between 

mental and physical healthcare 

 By end of 15/16 95% of people referred to IAPT will be treated within 6 weeks 

 By end of 15/16 95% of people experience first episode psychosis will be treated within 2 weeks 

 By end of 15/16 All acute trusts will have an ‘appropriate’ psychiatric liaison service. This is 

particularly welcome as the Centre for Mental Health recently estimated that a comprehensive 

roll out of hospital-based liaison psychiatry services could save £5 million per year in an average 

500 bed general hospital or £1.2 billion per year nationally. 

That all sounds great but still feels to me like fixes to specific problems we already know about rather 

than the wholescale culture change we need to make parity of esteem a day-to-day reality in our daily 

lives. 

Wider issues for the VCS 

So there we are for Parity of Esteem. For those of you not from a mental health background you might 

have been getting a little bored and wondering what difference this might make to your work in the 

voluntary sector. The answer to that lies in some of the language that government are using – 
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increasingly mental health is becoming less about mental illness and more about mental health and 

wellbeing. If we think about the wellbeing aspect of Parity of Esteem then the opportunities for the 

voluntary and community sector start to become much clearer. 

I mentioned the ‘wider determinants’ of mental health earlier. Things like housing, employment, 

healthcare, education, community and social networks. These are all areas in which we as a sector 

excel and for most of us, improving people’s wellbeing is a core, fundamental part of our work. 

Of course, there is the danger that we focus our scarce resources into an area of public policy that fail 

to materialize. We are seeing some of this with the current developments around personalisation. I 

know some parts of the country have seen this succeed but in many we are simply rehashing the same 

meetings, discussing the same problems and debating possible solutions with no decision makers 

sitting around the table. As a sector we can no longer afford wasting time sitting in talking shops – if 

this is to happen we need a real commitment from statutory partners to changing the established way 

services are funded and including us in that process from the very outset. 

There is an opportunity for us to engage with this agenda on our own terms though, in a way we are 

usually pretty good at through our regular campaigning work. The relentless, repeated reminders that 

mental health and wellbeing are critical to a healthy, inclusive society are core VCS messages and 

even without focussing specifically on Parity of Esteem we can reinforce the message that the balance 

between resources going into mental and physical wellbeing needs to be evened out. 

When I spoke earlier about the plans Government have for making parity a reality the area where they 

want to invest the most in is early intervention. Those things that can be delivered in the community 

that will have a measurable impact on visits to GP surgeries and admission into hospital. I know how 

difficult it can be to capture the outcomes in these areas – how do you prove you stopped somebody 

becoming ill – but there are tools we can use and with those we can frame our work in a way that will 

make it appealing to both local authority and CCG commissioners. 

At the end of the day – if Government want community based activities that keep people well – the VCS 

are already there; we’re established, we’re trusted and we have the ability to scale our work to meet 

the state as it moves closer and closer into early intervention and our core areas of work. 

The Reality 

So what can we do now? What action should we take to not only make Parity of Esteem a reality but 

also ensure that reality has the voluntary and community sector at its very heart? 

Firstly we need to make sure we have our voice heard at the right tables. From Whitehall down through 

the regional structures and into Health and Wellbeing Boards we need to give a clear and consistent 

message: 

We’re glad you have finally caught up. We’re here already. We’re doing the work. We can give you 

solutions. Come and talk to us. 
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We have to make sure it’s on the agenda. Make sure our commissioners know it’s important to us and 

that it won’t simply go away if ignored. 

We need to be prepared for difficult questions. Achieving Parity of Esteem isn’t about printing new 

money – we only seem to do that for the banks. It’s about reallocating resources and in doing so some 

organisations will inevitably object. When the local hospital says it cannot afford to lose funding to a 

new mental health project we need to acknowledge that loss and help the hospital see the benefits of 

early intervention and good mental wellbeing. The transitional period is going to be difficult and if we 

as a sector are to remain credible – we cannot simply call for more money for all services – we have to 

support some of the difficult decisions commissioners will have to make to make this new reality 

happen. 

If we succeed, the rewards for our sector could be huge. 

Not only could it bring NHS funding in to support some of our core activity, not only could it help us form 

stronger alliances with other providers – in both voluntary and public sector – to work collaboratively 

on redesigning services, the most important change will be that the people we support, the ones who 

are often marginalized, excluded and ignored get a better service. They get the help they need, they’ll 

be able to recover and they’ll be able to play full and inclusive lives in the world most of us are able to 

simply take for granted. 

You can read more of David’s work at: http://davidsmith3012.wordpress.com/  
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The benefits of bad times by Becca 

Some people might say that my mental health problems have ruined my life. That nothing good can 

come out of being hospitalised multiple times, being sectioned, having to interrupt my studies twice, 

having to spend years in therapy and sitting through countless CPAs and wardrounds. Some people 

would say that my taking medication has trapped me into a lifetime of being ‘mental’. 

Sometimes I agree. Sometimes I feel utterly hopeless that I will ever break free of my mental prison 

and live a normal life. 

But sometimes I can see how much stronger my weaknesses have made me. Being unwell has taught 

me how many friends I have. All my friends from uni would visit me weekly when I was at Vincent 

Square, all of us piling into my room and laughing and chatting the evening away until they were 

inevitably thrown out by staying too long after visiting hours. Their laughter could be heard all over the 

ward and I remember walking into night snack one evening for people to comment how lovely it was to 

hear such laughter on the ward. They visited me on Avonmore, perhaps my darkest time and somehow 

they reminded me that they cared and were waiting for me to start living again. My friends from primary 

school visited me as often as they could and have stayed loyal throughout- even when I’m not the 

nicest person to be around. 

Through my illness I’ve made some of my closest friends. On Tuesday I’m going to Portsmouth with 

some of my wonderful girls from VS and later this month we’re going to Rome where we will challenge 

ourselves to Pizza and Ice cream and Wine. We struggled through cake and custard and chocolate 

bars together on the unit then went for a debrief over illicit diet cokes in the Neros across the road. I’ve 

made some lovely friends through the recovery community on IG, friends who keep me going each day 

when I wobble and inspire me every day with their strength. 

My illness has taught me I have a voice. For so long I kept quiet about my struggles and it’s only after 

inpatient and therapy that I found my voice. Now I am open about my mental health with anyone who 

asks. I will speak up and share my story and I’m no ashamed to do so. And I get brilliant feedback, 

feedback that throws me every time with it’s kindness. 

My mental health does not make me weak, as I’ve so long thought, but strong because I am still here 

and willing to talk. I have a voice and I’m not afraid to use it. 

You can read more of Becca’s work here: http://fightingforbecca.wordpress.com/  
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The darkness is winning by Thischarminggirl89 

Warning: This post is emotive and may trigger distress. However it is so 

descriptive it may help those who don’t know to develop a sense of what 

mental distress is like. That’s why I left it in this edition. 

Stuart Sorensen (Editor) 

I know it’s kind of silly to compare depression to a demon but it 
sort of is, it sucks away all your energy and enthusiasm and 
feeds you despair, sadness and worthlessness. I really do feel 
like the depression is winning me over. Everyday is harder than 
the last one. If I have to pay out of pocket for a therapist, I will 
at this point. I am reaching the bottom. I went on a depression 
chat last night and I was talking to someone and they 
mentioned that to me…that I’m at the bottom. I really am. I don’t 
see a point in life anymore. My relationship with my husband is 
strained (obviously), I feel like a jack ass every time I try to 
reach out to my family and friends because I don’t want to scare 
them away. I am so lost. It hurts to breathe and my bones ache 
and it takes everything inside me to not cry all day and lay there 
and do nothing. 

I called out of work today because I would have probably had 
a breakdown if I went since Sunday is the worst day to work 
there. I’m going to the doctor’s tomorrow and getting a medical 
note to take some days off. It’s not like I don’t want to work. I 
need the money. I consider myself responsible. But like I said, 
I’m going through something really bad right now and I need 
time to clear my mind so I can be somewhat healthy and feel a 
little sane again. 

It would be ideal if I could have a therapist who is LGBTQ friendly, but at this point I’m not picky. It could 
even be a guy, I don’t care. I just need professional help. I definitely need to go to a support group, too. 
I’m going to look around the area for one. If I don’t find anything, I’ll call the Department of Mental Health 
tomorrow and ask for support groups. I’m not going to do anything to myself…I mean, I’m trying my 
hardest to not relapse with the cutting but it’s very, very hard. I was so close last night. I kept thinking 
of the blade slicing across my skin and the relief it would give me. If it gets really bad again, I might do 
it. But hopefully not. 

I’m sorry this post is so depressing. I’m in a really bad place right now and the world is distorted and 
bleak. I feel like a ghost, like a walking corpse. 

You can read more by the same author at: http://thischarminggirl89.wordpress.com/  
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I want to be good by Ali Richards 

“I want to be good,” the first line of a note written by my mum to me last night. She had listened to me 

talking to various people about her and her eccentric behaviour and taken note. The rest of the note 

made no sense at all but that first line stood out and made me think about what I say in front of her. 

The behaviour I have discussed with the OT and Physio in front of her was some bizarre dislike she 

took of some men in a restaurant on Sunday where she made shooting noises at one of them whilst 

putting her fingers in the shape of a gun. On her way out she had thumbed her nose and stuck out her 

tongue at another. Luckily the waitress knew us and when mum pulled her over to ask her in a loud 

voice to get rid of the nasty, vile men she laughed and didn’t get upset. 

Mum’s moods swing from euphoria to deepest despond and I 

have realised to just ignore both. I can get her to calm down 

sometimes by introducing subjects like books or politics but 

mostly it is a waste of time and any kind of rationalisation makes 

things much worse and the mood take hold for longer. 

I feel as if her frontal lobe and inhibition markers have been 

affected by Alzheimer’s and this has meant she no longer cares 

about some of the things which were deeply important to her. 

Then every now and then she recognises that she has behaved in 

an extreme way and writes me a heartbreaking note. 

Ali Richards is a nurse, coach and carer. You can read more of her writings at:  

http://whatforblog.com/about/  
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AUTHORS’ GUIDELINES 

Care to Share Magazine is a collaborative initiative open to anyone with an interest in the 

social care or healthcare sectors. It’s a monthly magazine that aims to capture a wide 

range of views from people throughout these sectors. 

Articles are sought from a wide range of contributors including workers, service-users, 

carers, policy-makers and others who have something to say. Although we cannot pay for 

articles (it’s a free magazine, after all) all articles will be credited and authors have the 

opportunity to see their web details (website, blog etc.) published alongside their 

contribution.  

Email Stuart Sorensen (editor) at info@TheCareGuy.com if you’d like to submit an article. 

Submitting an article to Care to Share Magazine is easy. The magazine seeks to reflect a 

diverse range of opinions. This means that articles that may be unpopular and so rejected 

by other magazines will be accepted here so long as they follow the guidelines below. Care 

to Share magazine values freedom of speech and the right to be heard. Hopefully this 

inclusive policy will help to develop a lively and vibrant community where all can come 

together and learn from each other. 

See overleaf for the full list of guidelines for authors. 
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS 

1. Articles can be on any topic you wish so long as there is a genuine link to a health or 

social care related topic; 

2. Articles should be written in English and between 500 and 2000 words in length; 

3. Care to Share Magazine reserves the right to delay publication of any article to ensure 

balance in each edition; 

4. Care to Share Magazine reserves the right to edit articles to ensure appropriate length 

and legality; 

5. Referenced articles are welcome but not essential. This is a magazine after all, not an 

academic journal. However, if you do decide to quote research, references would help; 

6. Please submit any photographs you’d like to be included alongside your article; 

7. You must own the copyright for any article or picture you submit (or have the owner’s 

expressed permission to submit it); 

8. Abusive articles will not be accepted; 

9. Please provide a short biography or self-description along with your article (50 words 

maximum); 

10. Please provide any working weblink that you would like to appear alongside your article 

(EG to your website or blog); 

11. Please Email your article in MSWord format to info@thecareguy.com ; 

12. The deadline for each edition’s submissions will be the 9th of that calendar month 

unless otherwise specified; 

13. Care to Share aims to be a community as well as a magazine. Therefore articles may 

also appear for comment on the ‘Care to share magazine’ blog; 

14. Although there is inevitably an element of ‘content marketing’ associated with a 

venture of this kind, blatant commercials asking readers to purchase products or services 

will not be accepted. Links to free services or charitable ventures are fine but please bear 

in mind that Care To Share is a community venture, not a commercial enterprise.  
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